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THE PEOPLE (at the Suit of the ATTORNEY GENERAL) v. ROGER O'CALLAGHAN

14 Oct. 1966 
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8 Dec. 1966 

Criminal law - Practice - Bail - Applicant returned for trial - Offences allegedto have been committed when applicant on bail for earlier charges - Likelihoodof interference with witnesses - Evidence of Garda officer - AttorneyGeneral opposing granting of bail - Admissibility of evidence of previousconvictions - Principles applicable.
 On an application for bail by a prisoner who had been returned for trial on charges of larceny, breaking and entering, malicious damage, receiving, resisting arrest and assault, alleged to have been committed when he was on bail in respect of other charges, the Garda officer in charge of the case, in reply to a question put to him as to his reasons for opposing bail, said:â€”". . . . I feel he will interfere with witnesses if he is allowed bail." This was the only ground on which the Attorney General opposed the application, which was refused by Murnaghan J.
 On appeal by the applicant to the Supreme Court it was
Held by the Supreme Court ( Ã“ DÃ¡laigh C.J., Walsh and Budd JJ.), reversing  Murnaghan J. and admitting the applicant to bail, 1, that there was not sufficient evidence before the Court that the accused was likely to interfere with the course of justice by interfering with prosecution witnesses;
 2, Bail cannot be refused merely because there is the likelihood of the commission of further offences while on bail, as that is a form of preventive justice unknown to our legal system and contrary to the true purpose of bail.
 Per Walsh J.:â€”". . . it is highly undesirable if it can be avoided that the previous record of any prisoner awaiting trial should be referred to or referred to in a way which may prejudice the pending trial. It is none the less a relevant consideration in my opinion and it may be proper to introduce the evidence in some cases because undoubtedly a prisoner with a bad previous record is likely to attract a greater sentence in the event of conviction again and to that extent the existence of a previous record of such a type may act as an inducement to flee justice and avoid the likelihood of a severe sentence. If such evidence is to be admitted on bail applications then I think it would be most undesirable that the tribunal which hears such evidence should be the tribunal of trial. If the question of bail arises during the trial itself the interests of justice, on balance, require that such evidence ought not to be adduced. I am furthermore of opinion that such evidence should only be adduced in respect of such previous convictions as would probably cause the trial judge to add substantially to the penalty he might otherwise have imposed in the event of conviction and that such previous record, properly proved, should be open to the same examination and comment on the part of the accused as it would have been if produced after conviction. None of these factors, however serious in the circumstances of any particular case, should be permitted to obscure the fact that bail ought to be allowed unless it appears probable that the accused will not surrender at his trial."

Bail Motion.
 Application on behalf of Roger O'Callaghan that he be admitted to bail pending his trial. The applicant had been returned for trial on charges of larceny, breaking and entering, malicious damage, receiving, resisting arrest and assault, which offences were alleged to have been committed on the 27th/28th September, 1966, on which dates the applicant
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 was on bail on remand in respect of certain other offences alleged to have been committed on the 30th/31st July, 1966.
 The Attorney General opposed the granting of bail on the ground that the applicant might interfere with the witnesses for the prosecution and he contended that the Court should take into account the fact that the offences in respect of which bail was being sought were alleged to have been committed while he was already on bail on remand in respect of earlier charges.
 Superintendent Costello, the Garda officer in charge of the investigation of the charges brought against the applicant, in the course of evidence and in reply to a question put to him by counsel for the Attorney General as to the grounds on which he opposed bail, said:â€”". . . . . I feel he will interfere with witnesses if he is allowed bail," and in reply to a somewhat similar question put to him by the applicant in cross-examination, said:â€”". . . . . I do feel that you will interfere with witnesses."
 On the hearing of the application a list of previous convictions was handed to the applicant with a request to him to look at it, to which he made no reply.
 The applicant appeared in person.
D. P. Sheridan  for the Attorney General.
 The arguments were substantially the same as those in the Supreme Court, reported post.

Murnaghan J :â€”
 These applications for bail, by prisoners in person, are becoming so numerous, that I have come to the conclusion that it would be a good thing if I were to enunciate the principles upon which I have acted in the past, and on which I propose to act in the future, in the hope that a copy, or copies, of what I am going to say will be made available in the prisons, for the information and guidance of prisoners who may be contemplating making a bail application in person.
 The majority of the applications which come before me are unsustainable, and I would hope that a result of this judgment would be that in future the time of the Court would not unnecessarily be taken up.
 On a bail application, where the order of a District Justice is called into question, it is in the first place essential that it be shown to this Court that the District Justice has erred
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 in the exercise of his discretion. Some years ago now I decided in  Attorney General v. Ball (1) that it was not the function of this Court to substitute its opinion for that of the District Justice, whose function it was to decide whether or not the prisoner should be admitted to bail, and, if to be admitted to bail, the amounts of the recognisances. That decision was upheld by the Supreme Court.
 Where this Court, or for that matter any other Court, has to consider the question of bail the fundamental matter to which regard must be had is the likelihood of the appearance of the prisoner, if admitted to bail, at the time and place specified by the District Justice in his order, or, putting this in another way, the likelihood of the prisoner attempting to evade justice.
 There are a number of matters which may be, and should be whore appropriate, taken into account by the Court in considering whether or not it is likely that the prisoner may attempt to evade justice. These I enumerate as follows:â€”
 1, The nature of the accusation or in other words the seriousness of the charge. It stands to reason that the more serious the charge the greater is the likelihood that the prisoner would not appear to answer it.
 2, The nature of the evidence in support of the charge. The more cogent the evidence the greater the likelihood of conviction and consequently the greater the likelihood of the prisoner attempting to evade justice.
 3, The likely sentence to be imposed on conviction. The greater the sentence is likely to be, the greater the likelihood of the prisoner trying to avoid it. The prisoner's previous record has a bearing on the probable sentence and consequently must be before this Court.
 4, The likelihood of the commission of further offences while on bail. In this connection, a prisoner facing a heavy sentence has little to lose if he commits further offences. A prisoner may consider that he has to go to prison in any event and in an effort to get money to support his family may commit further offences.
 5, The possibility of the disposal of illegally acquired property. Stolen property may be stored or cached away.
 6, The possibility of interference with prospective witnesses and jurors.
 7, The prisoner's failure to answer to bail on a previous occasion.
 8, The fact that the prisoner was caught red-handed.
  (1) [1958] I. R. 280.
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 9, The objection of the Attorney General or of the police authorities.
 10, The substance and reliability of the bailsmen offered.(This is primarily a matter for the District Justice).
 11, The possibility of a speedy trial.
 In certain cases the likelihood of personal danger to the prisonerâ€”from the hands of persons injured or incensed by the crimeâ€”may in itself be a ground for refusing bail.
 It is not in itself a sufficient ground for making a bail application for the applicant to say that he cannot get the bail fixed by the District Justice, if such bail is otherwise proper.
 Where an application in relation to bail arises out of a District Court appeal this Court must proceed on the basis that the conviction and sentence in the District Court were proper. To turn now to the facts of this case, O'Callaghan is charged with a number of offences involving property to a total value of Â£595 of which Â£397 worth has been recovered. He is also charged with assaulting a Guard and with resisting arrest. The Superintendent tells me that he is an aggressive type and that if admitted to bail he will, in his opinion, try to interfere with witnesses. I cannot say whether his trial will take place on the 8th November or later. He was caught red-handed in respect of the offence at Foley's and according to the evidence of the Superintendent he was then on bail on another charge. The evidence before me and which was before the District Justice is clear, namely, that O'Callaghan took advantage of the fact of being admitted to bail to commit a further offence. The District Justice was apparently satisfied, as I am, that if now admitted to bail the same thing may happen again. This prisoner's background is not good and if convicted, as he must be, at least in respect of the offence in relation to Foley's, he should have to look forward to quite a substantial sentence. For all these reasons I think the District Justice was right.
 This application is refused.
 From the above judgment the applicant appealed to the Supreme Court (1).
 The applicant appeared in person.
D. P. Sheridan  for the Attorney General:â€”
 There is evidence that the applicant if granted bail might interfere with witnesses for the prosecution and, although  (1) Before 
Ã“ DÃ¡laigh. C.J., Walsh  and 
Budd, JJ.
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 the evidence of the Garda Inspector in  Duffy's Case (1),that he had "reason to believe" that the applicant in that case would interfere with the course of justice, is stronger than the Superintendent's evidence in the present case that he feels that the applicant will interfere with witnesses, this evidence should nevertheless be taken into consideration by the Court. The fact that the alleged offences in respect of which the applicant is seeking bail were alleged to have been committed while he was on bail on remand in respect of certain earlier charges must be taken into account by the Court in exercising its discretion to grant bail and, it is submitted, because of a likelihood to commit further offences if granted bail, the applicant should be held in custody as a preventive measure. [He referred to  Attorney-General v. McCann (2);  Attorney-General v. Ball (3).  Attorney General v. Deighan (4);  R. V. Wharton (5)].
 The Court made an order, allowing the appeal and admitting the applicant to bail.
 Subsequently, the Court stated its reasons:â€”


Ã“ DÃ¡laigh  C.J. :â€”

8 Dec. 


 The applicant, Roger O'Callaghan, was allowed bail by this Court on the 8th December, 1966, the members of the Court reserving the statement of their reasons. It will be convenient if I state my reasons as if they had been given on the date the Court granted bail.
 The applicant's appeal is from an order of Mr. Justice Murnaghan, dated the 14th October, 1966, refusing to grant the applicant bail.
 The applicant is an untried prisoner. He is at present detained in Mountjoy Prison awaiting trial in the Central Criminal Court. Counsel for the Attorney General told this Court that the applicant has no prospect of a trial until next term.
 The applicant was returned for trial on the 10th October, 1966, by District Justice O'Donovan at a sitting of the District Court for the District Court area of the City of Cork; his return for trial was to the Cork Circuit Court. He was so returned for trial with a co-accused, one, Denis Cronin.  (1) [1942] I.R. 529.

 (2) [1955] I.R. 163.

 (3) [1958] I.R. 280.

 (4) (Unreported; judgment 28th July, 1966).

 (5) (1955) C. L. R. 568.
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 On the 8th November, 1966, Cronin applied to transfer his trial from the Cork Circuit Court to the Central Criminal Court; understandably the Attorney General thereupon applied to have the applicant's trial transferred to the same venue.
 The offences in respect of which the applicant is awaiting trial are alleged to have been committed on 27th/28th September, 1966. On that date he was on bail on remand in respect of certain other offences alleged to have been committed on 30th/31st July, 1966. Subsequently, on the 5th October he was returned for trial to the Cork Circuit Court in respect of these earlier charges. The order returning the applicant for trial in this instance was also made by District Justice O'Donovan. The District Justice allowed the applicant bail in his own recognisance of Â£50 and one independent surety of Â£50. The applicant's wife was a co-accused in respect of these earlier charges and was also allowed bail. We are now told that a nolle prosequi has been entered in her case.
 The applicant has pleaded not guilty to all the charges pending against him.
 In addition to a general statement of the principles upon which he proposed to act in future applications Mr. Justice Murnaghan gave the following three reasons for refusing to grant the applicant bail: (i) the Superintendent in charge of the case (Superintendent Costello) had told him the applicant was an aggressive type, and he (the Superintendent) was of opinion that the applicant would interfere with witnesses if he were admitted to bail; (ii) the offences of 27/28th September, 1966, were committed while the applicant was on bail on remand in respect of earlier charges and there was a serious risk that the applicant would commit further offences if he were granted bail; (iii) the applicant's background was not good, and he would have to look forward to a substantial sentence. He added that for these reasons he thought the District Justice was right to refuse the applicant bail.
 Mr. Sheridan for the Attorney General told this Court that he was not alleging that the applicant would abscond, and that the sum total of the Attorney General's opposition was that the applicant might interfere with the witnesses for the prosecution. He also submitted that the Court should take into account that the offences in respect of which the applicant was seeking bail were alleged to have been committed while he was on bail on remand in respect of certain earlier charges.
 The passage in the evidence of the Superintendent dealing
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 with the first objection put forward by counsel for the Attorney General is the answer given to question 84. Counsel has adverted to the fact that the offences are alleged to have been committed while the applicant was on bail. Counsel then puts this question:â€”"Apart from that reason, have you any other ground for opposing a reduction (sic) in the bail?""A.: Yes. I feel he will interfere with witnesses if he is allowed bail." Earlier, counsel, in speaking of the applicant's personality, had told the Court that the Superintendent said he was an aggressive type of man, and he pointed out that one of the charges was assaulting a member of the GÃ¡rda. The Superintendent, however, when he came to give evidence, did not mention this matter.
 The applicant cross-examined the Superintendent to the following effect:â€”
 "104. Q.: You told the Judge that if I am allowed bail I will interfere with witnesses?
 A.: Yes.
 105. Q.: When I was already on bail did I ever interfere with witnesses in any case I was involved in?
 A.: I have no knowledge, I am not too sure; but I do feel that you will interfere with witnesses.
 106. A.: I have no intention of going near any witness. I do not even know where the witnesses reside. I do not know them, with the exception of one man and I have passed him several times and have never spoken to him."
 Counsel for the Attorney General called the Court's attention to the decision of Hanna J. on a similar point in  Attorney General v. Duffy (1). The application was for bail pending the hearing and determination of certain charges in the District Court. The Attorney General intended to have the charges dealt with summarily, and, on behalf of the defendant, counsel intimated that there would be no objection to the charges being so dealt with. The prosecution then asked for a remand in custody. The police inspector put his objection in the following words:â€”"I have reason to believe the course of justice will be interfered with if the defendant is not remanded in custody. There are motor vehicles concerned in these cases. As yet, the police have not found out where they are. The police are making enquiries as to where the vehicles are, and the admission to bail of the defendant would give him an opportunity to disposing of these vehicles and destroying any evidence the police might be able to discover."
 Mr. Justice Hanna allowed bail. He dealt with the matter  (1) [1942] I. R. 529.
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 in these words:â€”"The accused, Duffy, had been given bail on the 18th, 19th and 26th May by District Justice Hannan, and that fact must be taken into consideration in determining whether or not he would interfere with the course of justice if he were at liberty now. The Inspector was rather vague in his evidence and said that the accused, if on bail, would have an opportunity of disposing of these two lorries and of destroying evidence against himself. This is only a possibility; it is not even a probability, and it applies in every case. My view is that this is too vague for the Court to act upon, and while I say this, I have no hesitation in adding a sixth ground to the five already laid down in  Purcell's Case (1) to the effect that if the evidence is that the accused is likely to interfere with the course of justice, the Court is entitled to consider it as a material ground against bail being granted."
 Mr. Sheridan agrees that the inspector's "reason to believe" in  Duffy's Case (2) was stronger than the Superintendent's feeling" in this case. Mr. Justice Hanna in my opinion rightly regarded a possibility as not sufficient; that, as he said, would apply in every case. The evidence he considered "too vague for the Court to act upon." The Superintendent's evidence here is equally vague; but this is not all. The applicant's cross-examination of the Superintendent indicated that the probability was rather the other way, i.e., that the Superintendent's feeling, vague as it was when first stated, was later shown really to be without foundation.
 For these reasons, I am satisfied that the point which counsel described as the sum total of the Attorney General's objection is not made out.
 Counsel for the Attorney General, however, went on to support the view that the applicant, whom he concedes is likely to stand his trial, should nevertheless be refused bail because the offences in respect of which he was seeking bail were alleged to have been committed while he was on bail in respect of earlier charges. I understood him to submit that the applicant should be held as a preventive measure. This I take to mean that he should be detained in custody because, if granted bail, it is feared he may commit other offences.
 The reasoning underlying this submission is, in my opinion, a denial of the whole basis of our system of law. It transcends respect for the requirement that a man shall be considered innocent until he is found guilty and seeks to punish him in respect of offences neither completed nor  (1) [1926] I. R. 207.

 (2) [1942] I. R. 529.
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 attempted. I say "punish," for deprivation of liberty must be considered a punishment unless it can be required to ensure that an accused person will stand his trial when called upon.
 It is necessary to repeat what was said in the judgment of this Court in  The People v. Crosbie and Others (1). Leaving aside such matters as the likelihood of an accused interfering with witnesses or attempting to destroy evidence if granted bail, it must be borne in mind that the single question in all bail applications is:â€”Is the applicant likely to stand his trial? If yes, then he should be granted bail and set at liberty. The several tests indicated in  Purcell's Case (2)are not separate and additional tests. They are merely matters to which regard may be had in endeavouring to answer the single fundamental question. This Court has granted bail to applicants charged with non-capital murder when it was likely that they would stand their trial. The Courts owe more than verbal respect to the principle that punishment begins after conviction, and that every man is deemed to be innocent until tried and duly found guilty.
 The stringent provisions of Part II of the Offences Against the State (Amendment) Act, 1940 (No. 2 of 1940), allow of preventive detention. But a number of conditions have to be satisfied before the provisions can be operated. First, there must be a government proclamation declaring that the powers conferred by Part II of the Act are necessary to secure the preservation of public peace and order: sect. 3, sub-sect. 2. DÃ¡il Ã‰ireann  may, however, annul such proclamation: sect. 3, sub-sect. 5. Furthermore, even under this most stringent Act a Minister of State is empowered to detain a person only if of opinion that he is engaged in activities which are prejudicial to the preservation of the public peace and order: sect. 4, sub-sect. 1. The Minister is not empowered to act because he is of opinion that a person if not detainedwill engage in such activities. I cite these provisions to contrast them with the powers which, it was suggested, should be exercised in respect of the applicant in this case. The answer to the submission we have heard is, no such power exists under the law or the Constitution.
 In the course of the argument in In re John Lawlor (Supreme Court; 10th November, 1965) I adverted to a practice which has recently been creeping in on the hearing of applications for bail of examining the applicant's record of past convictions, and I said that I could not see how a fair trial could be assured to an accused person if, before his trial,  (1) [1966] I. R. 426.

 (2) [1926] I. R. 207.
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 there was a discussion in public Court of this topic. None of the earlier cases in our Courts indicate that it is a matter to which regard is to be had. It may be that what I said with regard to discussion in public Court of previous convictions was thought to indicate approval of some form of covert advertence to previous convictions. In several cases which recently came before this Court, including this present case, we have found that the applicant has been handed a copy of what purports to be a list of previous convictions and he is asked if it is correct. If he says it is, it appears to be taken into account as a factor against granting bail. Mr. Justice Murnaghan in this case said in the course of his judgment:â€”"As I see it, his background is not good, and he will have to look forward to quite a substantial sentence." It may be pointed out that the transcript furnished to this Court shows that the applicant was asked to look at a list of previous convictions but made no answer whatever to that request.
 It is clear, in my view, that a District Justice, who is trying a charge, should not be told of the accused's former convictions by the prosecution when, being about to remand the accused for further hearing, an application is made for bail. Equally, in my judgment, an accused who has yet to stand his trial before a jury should not, on an application for bail, have a list of previous convictions referred to in open Court. As in our Courts justice is required to be administered in public save in such special and limited cases as may be prescribed by law my opinion is that such convictions should not be referred to until after conviction they have become relevant to the question of punishment.

Walsh J. :â€”
 The facts of the present case have been so adequately set out by the Chief Justice in the judgment which he has just delivered that it is unnecessary for the purpose of my judgment to repeat any of them. The learned Judge in the High Court felt it was necessary to enunciate the principles upon which he says he has acted in the hearing of bail motions. These I propose to deal with at a later point in this judgment but I feel that in view of some of the observations of the learned Judge and because of the importance of this type of application it is necessary to re-state not only the jurisdiction of the High Court in these motions but also the fundamental principles which govern this branch of the law.
 While there is a distinction between applications for bail in the cases of prisoners who are on remand and those who have already been committed for trial and in the cases of persons who have already been convicted and in respect
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 of which an appeal is pending, there are certain underlying principles common to all three forms of bail motion. The jurisdiction of the High Court to grant bail is an original jurisdiction and is in no sense a form of appeal from the District Court or from any other Court which may have dealt with the question of the bail of the applicant. The jurisdiction of the Courts to grant bail to accused persons has existed from the earliest times and has been stated to be"as old as the law of England itself" (see Stephen's History of the Criminal Law, vol. 1, at page 233). In  Regina v. Spilsbury (1) the Chief Justice, Lord Russell of Killowen, in dealing with the question, at p. 620, cited with approval the following passage from 1 Chitty's Criminal Law, 2nd ed., at p. 97:â€”"The Court of King's Bench, or any judge thereof in vacation . . . . . . in the plenitude of that power which they enjoy at common law, may, in their discretion, admit persons to bail in all cases whatsoever, though committed by justices of the peace or others, for crimes in which inferior jurisdictions would not venture to interfere, and the only exception to their discretionary authority is, where the commitment is for a contempt, or in execution. Thus they may bail for high treason, murder, manslaughter, forgery, rapes, horse-stealing, libels, and for all felonies and offences whatever." That the High Court has this jurisdiction in full cannot be doubted. Not only has it had transferred to it the jurisdiction which at the commencement of the State was vested in or capable of being exercised by the then High Court of the Supreme Court of Judicature in Ireland or any division or judge thereof but is, by the very words of the Constitution itself in Article 34, invested with full original jurisdiction in all matters whether of law or fact, civil or criminal.
 The jurisdiction of the District Court to grant bail in cases of remand or of the committal for trial of persons is at present governed by the provisions of s. 16 of the Petty Sessions Act, 1851 (and in Dublin by s. 23 of the Indictable Offences (Ireland) Act, 1849). Bail cannot be granted by the District Court in treason but may, at the discretion of the Court and subject to those statutory provisions, be granted in all felonies or any attempt to commit a felony and there is also a discretion in the case of certain misdemeanours which are listed in the section. It is provided that in the case of all other indictable misdemeanours the person charged shall be admitted to bail as of right. The only power in the District Court in these latter cases is with regard to the sufficiency of the bail offered and the suitability of the sureties.  (1) [1898] 2 Q. B. 615.
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 See also the District Court Rules, Nos. 60, 72, 79 and 80. The granting of bail in the High Court is, with one curious exception, always discretionary. The exception appears to be in misdemeanour cases falling within s. 2 of the Irish Habeas Corpus Act, 1781 (21 and 22 Geo. 3, c. 11), where apparently the Court has no discretion and is bound to admit to bail, the only questions being with reference to the sufficiency of the bail: see In the Matter of Annie Frost(1).This decision refers to s. 3 of the English Habeas Corpus Act of 1679 which is identical in terms with s. 2 of the Irish Act already referred to. The section is also referred to by Hanna J. in  Attorney General v. Duffy (2).
 It had been at one time doubted whether the jurisdiction in the High Court extended to the grant of bail to persons under remand but it was clear long before 1924 that there was no such limitation: see Short and Mellor's Crown Practice (2nd ed., 1908), at pp. 280 to 281, and Hawkins' Pleas of the Crown (7th ed., vol. 3), at p. 204, sect. 47. In recent years there have been several reported decisions of the exercise of this jurisdiction in the case of persons on remand: see  Attorney General v. Duffy (3). In  Duffy's Case (4) the applicant had been remanded in custody having elected for a summary trial in the District Court in respect of alleged misdemeanours under an Emergency Powers Order. In The People (Attorney General) v. McCabe (5) the applicant who was granted bail was on remand charged with a serious felony. In  The People v. Cadden and O'Grady (6), the accused who had been remanded in custody for fourteen days were allowed bail because the Court held it was unlawful to remand in custody for more than eight days. In  Attorney General v.Ball (7) bail was refused to an applicant who was remanded in custody by the District Justice on the grounds of the probability of interfering with certain items of evidence required by the prosecution and that evidence had not yet been offered. The Court in that case held that it was only in exceptional circumstances that bail would be granted in such a case when the District Justice had refused it because of the fact that at that stage of the case the District Justice was in a better position to judge the matters arising.
 The question of the jurisdiction of the High Court to grant bail to convicted persons pending their appeal is one which has not yet been litigated, although in  Attorney General v.  (1) 4 T. L. R. 757.

 (2) [1942] I. R. 529, at p. 533.

 (3) [1942] Ir. Jur. Rep. 63.

 (4) [1942] I. R. 529.

 (5) [1944] Ir. Jur. Rep. 41.

 (6) [1939] Ir. Jur. Rep. 35.

 (7) [1958] I. R. 280.
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 Cashell (1) the Court of Criminal Appeal in dealing with an application for bail pending leave to appeal expressly left open the question as to whether there was any other method of obtaining bail besides applying to the Court of Criminal Appeal. Undoubtedly if a convicted person applies for and obtains an order of habeas corpus in the High Court, the High Court has power to grant bail on such an application. Apart, however, from any question of bail arising on a habeas corpus application the High Court has a jurisdiction to grant bail to a person who has been convicted as the jurisdiction of the High Court in bail matters as in other matters is considerably wider than that of the Court of Criminal Appeal. In the latter Court bail is only allowed to a convicted person after leave to appeal has been granted. It is, however, unnecessary to deal with the circumstances under which the High Court might think it proper to allow bail in such a case.
 In bail applications generally it has been laid down from the earliest times that the object of bail is to secure the appearance of the accused person at his trial by a reasonable amount of bail. The object of bail is neither punitive nor preventative. From the earliest times it was appreciated that detention in custody pending trial could be a cause of great hardship and it is as true now as it was in ancient times that it is desirable to release on bail as large a number of accused persons as possible who may safely be released pending trial. From time to time necessity demands that some unconvicted persons should be held in custody pending trial to secure their attendance at the trial but in such cases"necessity" is the operative test. The presumption of innocence until conviction is a very real thing and is not simply a procedural rule taking effect only at the trial. In the modern complex society in which we live the effect of imprisonment upon the private life of the accused and of his family may be disastrous in its severe economic consequences to him and his family dependent upon his earnings from day to day or even hour to hour. It must also be recognised that imprisonment before trial will usually have an adverse effect upon the prisoner's prospects of acquittal because of the difficulty, if not the impossibility in many cases, of adequately investigating the case and preparing the defence.
 As recently as 1965 in  The People v. Crosbie and Others (2)this Court reiterated that the fundamental test in deciding whether to allow bail or not is the probability of the applicant evading justice. It follows, therefore, that the object of fixing terms of bail is to make it reasonably  (1) 62 I. L. T. R. 31.

 (2) [1966] I. R. 426.
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 assured that the applicant will surrender at his trial. So far as the District Court is concerned all offences can be treated as being in a spectrum at one end of which there is no bail and at the other end of which bail is as of right and there is a whole range of offences in between. For the purpose of the jurisdiction of the High Court, while there is no case in which bail may not be granted and (subject to the exception under the Irish Habeas Corpus Act already referred to) no case in which bail is available as of right, the guides to a decision on the fundamental test are the same in all cases whether in the High Court, District Court, or any Court of trial, though the emphasis may vary depending upon the seriousness of the offence and other matters. These guides have existed from the earliest times. According to Bracton regard was to be had to (1) the importance of the charge, (2) the character (meaning the condition) of the person and (3) the gravity of the evidence against him. In Hawkins' Pleas of the Crown (7th ed., vol. 3, ch. 15, s. 4), the guides are stated to be (1) the ability to give bail, (2) the quality of the prisoner and (3) the nature of the offence. Over the course of the years and as a result of many judicial decisions the guides have remained fundamentally the same though they have been elaborated. There has been one addition, which at first sight might appear to be an exception, that is, the likelihood of interference by the accused with the witnesses, or with the jurors, or the likelihood of the destruction of evidence by the accused. These, however, are all but different aspects of the evasion of justice and may be treated as being within the fundamental test already referred to.
 When the present case was before the High Court the learned High Court Judge, while accepting the fundamental test, that is to say, the likelihood of the prisoner attempting to evade justice, enumerated certain matters which he considered should be taken into account where appropriate in considering whether or not the prisoner was likely to attempt to evade justice. In the judgment of the learned Judge they appear as follows:â€”"1, The nature of the accusation or in other words the seriousness of the charge. It stands to reason that the more serious the charge the greater is the likelihood that the prisoner would not appear to answer it. 2, The nature of the evidence in support of the charge. The more cogent the evidence the greater the likelihood of conviction and consequently the greater the likelihood of the prisoner attempting to evade justice. 3, The likely sentence to be imposed on conviction. The greater the sentence is likely to be, the greater the likelihood of the
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 prisoner trying to avoid it. The prisoner's previous record has a bearing on the probable sentence and consequently must be before this Court. 4, The likelihood of the commission of further offences while on bail. In this connection a prisoner facing a heavy sentence has little to lose if he commits further offences. A prisoner may consider that he has to go to prison in any event and in an effort to get money to support his family he may commit further offences. 5, The possibility of the disposal of the illegally acquired property. Stolen property may be stored or cached away. 6, The possibility of interference with prospective witnesses and jurors. 7, The prisoner's failure to answer to bail on a previous occasion. 8, The fact that the prisoner was caught red-handed. 9, The objection of the Attorney General or of the police authorities. 10, The substance and reliability of the bailsmen offered. (This is primarily a matter for the District Justice). 11, The possibility of a speedy trial."
 The learned Judge goes on to add that in certain cases the likelihood of personal danger to the prisonerâ€”from the hands of persons injured or incensed by the crime, may in itself be a ground for refusing bail. This proposition is quite unsustainable. If an accused wants protective custody he need not ask for bail or accept it. A bail motion cannot be used as a vehicle to import into the law the concept of protective custody for an unwilling recipient. An accused person on bail is entitled to as much protection from the law as may be required.
 Of the matters enumerated by the Judge numbers 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 are all matters relevant to the fundamental test in that they are guides to a decision on the probability of the accused evading justice in that they may all, save number 7, constitute to some degree an inducement to the accused to flee justice. Number 7 may be indicative of a propensity on the part of the accused to evade justice as evidenced by past conduct. With regard to number 3, if a previous record of the prisoner is put in evidence it would be only just that there should also be put in the balance if it be the fact that on previous occasions the prisoner appeared for his trial. The question of the previous record of the prisoner generally is a delicate one in that it is highly undesirable if it can be avoided that the previous record of any prisoner awaiting trial should be referred to or referred to in a way which may prejudice the pending trial. It is none the less a relevant consideration in my opinion and it may be proper to introduce the evidence in some cases because undoubtedly a prisoner with a bad previous record is likely to attract a greater sentence in the event of conviction again and to that extent the
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 existence of a previous record of such a type may act as an inducement to flee justice and avoid the likelihood of a severe sentence. If such evidence is to be admitted on bail applications then I think it would be most undesirable that the tribunal which hears such evidence should be the tribunal of trial. If the question of bail arises during the trial itself the interests of justice, on balance, require that such evidence ought not to be adduced. I am furthermore of opinion that such evidence should only be adduced in respect of such previous convictions as would probably cause the trial judge to add substantially to the penalty he might otherwise have imposed in the event of conviction and that such previous record, properly proved, should be open to the same examination and comment on the part of the accused as it would have been if produced after conviction. None of these factors, however serious in the circumstances of any particular case, should be permitted to obscure the fact that bail ought to be allowed unless it appears probable that the accused will not surrender at his trial. Number 5 is relevant to the extent that it may embrace the destruction of evidence or the concealment of evidence upon which the case may depend and is a ground which in the ordinary course of events is more likely to be relevant before committal for trial than afterwards. On this basis, like ground number 6, it falls under the general heading of the evasion of justice, and these in themselves are only to be used as grounds for refusing bail where it is reasonably probable that these events will occur if bail is granted.
 Ground number 4 of the learned Judge, that is to say, the likelihood of the commission of further offences while on bail, is a matter which is in my view quite inadmissible. This is a form of preventative justice which has no place in our legal system and is quite alien to the true purposes of bail. It is true that in recent years a number of decisions in England on the question of bail appear to have admitted this concept of preventative justice being applied by the refusal of bail. It has also been stated in English cases that a professional criminal, knowing that he is guilty and the probability of conviction, may be tempted to commit some more offences before imprisonment in the belief that it will probably make little difference to his ultimate sentence having regard to his record and the meanwhile may offer some present profit.
 In this country it would be quite contrary to the concept of personal liberty enshrined in the Constitution that any person should be punished in respect of any matter upon which he has not been convicted or that in any circumstances
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 he should be deprived of his liberty upon only the belief that he will commit offences if left at liberty, save in the most extraordinary circumstances carefully spelled out by the Oireachtas and then only to secure the preservation of public peace and order or the public safety and the preservation of the State in a time of national emergency or in some situation akin to that.
 The accepted method of preventing the commission of future offences is the threat of conviction and punishment. Apart from any of the fundamental considerations already referred to, even if one were to assume that the accused is guilty of the offence charged that fact does not in any way establish the likelihood of the commission of another offence in the relatively short interval before his trial. In the vast majority of cases, even of persons with known criminal records, an attempt to predict who is likely to commit an offence while awaiting trial on bail can never be more than speculation.
 It would also be an attempt to impose a system of preventative justice to take into account the fact that the accused person committed offences while on bail on previous occasions and such a course is open to all the objections which I have already referred to in relation to taking into account the possibility of the commission of offences while on bail.
 Apart from the question of prevention being the object of a refusal of bail one must not lose sight of the fact that any imprisonment before conviction has a substantial punitive content and it would be improper for any Court to refuse bail as a mark of disapproval of former conduct whether the accused has been convicted of it or not or to refuse bail to an unconvicted person for the purpose of giving him a taste of imprisonment as a lesson.
 With regard to number 9, naturally a Court must pay attention to the objections of the Attorney General, or other prosecuting authority, or the police authorities, when considering an application for bail. The fact that any of these authorities objects is not of itself a ground for refusing bail and indeed to do so for that reason only would be, as Mr. Justice Hanna pointed out in  The State v. Purcell (1), to violate the constitutional guarantees of personal liberty. Where, however, there are objections they must be related to the grounds upon which bail may validly be refused. Furthermore they cannot be simply made in vacuo but when made must be supported by sufficient evidence to enable the  (1) [1926] I. R. 207.
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 Court to arrive at a conclusion of probability and the objections made must be open to questioning on the part of the accused or his counsel. It is not sufficient for the objecting authority or witness to have a belief nor can the Court act simply upon the belief of someone else. It must itself be satisfied that the objection made is sufficient to enable the Court to arrive at the necessary conclusion of probability.
 The possibility of a speedy trial is relevant to the extent that if there is no prospect of a speedy trial a Court may very well allow bail where it might not otherwise have allowed it. It cannot be too strongly emphasised, however, that the prospect of a speedy trial is not a ground for refusing bail where it ought otherwise be granted.
 The substance and reliability of the bailsman offered is primarily a matter for the Court which is accepting the bailsman as is also the question of whether he is an independent bailsman. In this context it is necessary to draw attention to the fact that there is no requirement in law that the bailsmen should be householders or own their own houses. In this country, where more and more persons dwell in houses rented to them by local authorities, particularly in urban areas, such an attitude would rule out as prospective bailsmen a large proportion of the population. The question of whether a prospective bailsman does or does not own his own house is of course a relevant factor in considering his financial ability to meet the demands of the bail.
 As all students of constitutional history know, the question of the amount of bail has always been a matter of vital concern. The Bill of Rights, 1688, which provided that excessive bail should not be required did not apply to Ireland and there was no Irish statute corresponding to it, but the enactment was itself declaratory of the common law which did apply to Ireland. Bail must not be fixed at a figure so large as would in effect amount to a denial of bail and in consequence lead to inevitable imprisonment. As I indicated earlier in this judgment, both Bracton and Hawkins testify that at common law the Court in fixing the amount of the bail is to be guided by the ability to give bail and the condition or quality of the prisoner, in addition, of course, to the other factors, such as the nature of the offence and the gravity of the evidence. If persons come from a humble walk in life or are of little means it is most likely that their friends or those of them who are prepared to go as surety for them are of the same condition and the amount of bail required must be just and reasonable in all the circumstances having regard to the condition and ability of the accused, bearing in mind all the time the overriding test of the probability of the
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 accused failing to appear for trial. Needless to say, any bail which a party can in fact procure cannot be considered excessive.
 From the facts of the present case there is no evidence upon which a Court could hold that the applicant would probably fail to appear at his trial. Indeed, counsel for the Attorney General did not claim there was. The ground relied upon was that the applicant would endeavour to evade justice by interfering with the witnesses. While I quite accept that the Superintendent in giving evidence in the High Court was expressing his true belief when he put forward this objection, the fact is that there was no evidence upon which a Court could arrive at the same conclusion as the probability of the case. In this the case contrasts very sharply with the facts in  The Attorney General v. Ball (1)(a case dealing with bail during remand only), which indicated the existence of cogent evidence to support the conclusion that evidence would be destroyed or removed. In conclusion I wish to state that I completely reject for being without foundation in law, history or reason the submission made to this Court that bail is a privilege only.
 In my view the bail of Â£200 with one independent surety of Â£200 or two independent sureties of Â£100 each is a reasonable bail in all the circumstances.

Budd J. :â€”
 I agree with both the judgments just delivered, save that, on the matter of the admissibility of evidence as to previous convictions on applications for bail, I concur with the views expressed by Mr. Justice Walsh.
 Solicitor for the Attorney General: The Chief State Solicitor.
a. b. c.
  (1) [1958] I. R. 280.
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